JABS INTERNATIONAL
Infusing Flavours into the World

‘Life is full of interesting flavours- sweet and tangy, when you know the right amount of
correct spice to be added at the right time’ And at Jabs International no stones are left
unturned to ensure that you get only best of the aromatic and pure spices available
enabling you to independently and credulously blend the correct mix of required spice to
add flavour to your food there by to your life.
Jabs International, the trade name of spice industry as the world profoundly knows it
today, marks so many years since its foundation had been laid down by Mr. Bhaskar B.
Shah
Mr. Shah, the guiding star and an aspiring businessman wanting to build a conglomerate out of
the vast experience and earnest interest he had acquired by assisting at his Family
Business, with a dream of establishing a break through entry in the World of Spices gave
Dawn to the beautiful Morning that Jabs International is today- enriched with promising
products and worldclass services.
Jabs International acquired its present reputable and highly regarded position in the Spices
Market not only amongst its customers but also its competitors ever since Mr. Shah, wellarmed with his vast knowledge, experience, will power and prayers marched into the City
of Dreams-Bombay three decades ago hoping to make his modest dreams turn into reality.
Jabs International- is a socially, technically and ethically certified organization is
recognized by the Food Safety Management System-ISO 22000:2005, Quality Management
System-ISO 9001:2008, BRC ‘AA’, U. S. Food and Drug Administration Pursuant and it is
also a Three Star Trading House having several other such credible ratings, certification
and registrations by AGMARK, KOSHER, HALAL, FSSAI etc., standing tall among its
competitors because of its continual efforts at upholding the standards set by these rule
setters of the industry and yet, earnestly catering to the needs of their vast clientele;
striving hard to keep all their stakeholders contended and satisfied.
The values of the organization based on the words, “To make any dream come true, a
person needs courage and will power. One has to be daring enough to take on challenges
that come in their way and honest with every person they do business with however tough
times maybe. Without these, business values lasting success can never be found” puts light
on the practiced work culture at Jabs International. Hard-work, Integrity and Transparency
forms the crux of the business ethics followed at Jabs International. It prides at being able
to provide swift and timely services as well as products of the highest grade to all its
stakeholders, be it the customers or the suppliers. Their products are sourced right from
Heart of the Indian lands spread across the country-Farms thus promising health and
purity in every seed, root and condiment.
Visionary of JABS International knew that products have a cycle but flavours are forever.
To upkeep this tradition of deserving flavours exceeding any timeline, the company sees its

crowning glory meet the needs of the current trend of the Global market in the form of
efficiency, professionalism and quality maintained and displayed by the JABS International
Family; involving the right mix of experienced team members as well as young blood, right
from the Board to Associates
The continual effort to remain at the top its business in the World of Spices has always kept
the Jabs International family on their toes. To uphold the promise of ‘quality’ that Jabs
International has given to its stake holders and customers alike, the company is well
equipped with State of the Art high-tech machineries and exceedingly skilled and proficient
personnel at their Laboratory, Factory, Warehouse as well as the Corporate office, led ably
by the Founder, MD & CEO- Mr. Bhaskar Shah and his industrious Team Members. To
maintain the high decorum of the International Standards, a strict adherence to utmost
hygiene is adhered to as well.
Like an Oak tree, JABS International which has its roots in the city of Mumbai flourished
and branched out its clientele into several cities spread across 50 countries including India.
Jabs Internationals deals majorly in export of expert quality spices (whole, blended and
grounded), Raisins (black, brown, golden) and sesame seed (natural, hulled and roasted) as
well as other agro-commodities namely Cumin, Celery, Fennel, Turmeric, Coriander,
Fenugreek, Ginger, Dill Seeds, Niger Seeds, Curry powder, Glum Olibanum etc as and how
the requirements are received. It thus takes delight in contributing to 15% of the total
exports to the Indian Economy.
The very dream which began as a seed stands flourished as a bountiful tree-tall, fruitful
and voluptuous that Jabs International is today and has had an uphill run ever since its
inception. Today, it proudly owns titles to more than 65 major as well as minor yet
significant awards including multiple laurels namely ‘Top most Exporter of Spice and
Oilseeds’ from the Spices Board of India, Govt. of Maharashtra; I.O.P.E.A D & B, ECGC,
GLOBOIL and FIEO; 1st award won being ‘Prime Minister’s’ award in the year 1998
followed by the Presidential Award, Union Commerce Ministry Award from the Govt. of
India. In the year 2013-14, IOPEPC awarded Jabs International with ‘Excellence in Export
of Natural Sesame Seeds’ followed by the FIEO recognition of being ‘Excellent in Agro
Commodities Export’ in the year 2014-15. Acquiring the position of Vice-Chairman of the
Spices Board of India, Chairman of ISFEA, The award, ‘Jewel of Navi Mumbai’ being
presented to the MD & CEO of the Company- Mr. Bhaskar B. Shah by the Indian Merchants
Chamber came across as additional feathers in the already beautifully adorned hat that Jabs
International proudly dons. All these definitely affirm the fact that Jabs International is one
of the Largest Manufacturer, Processor and Exporter of Spices in India spearheaded by an
equally able and deserving leader at its forefront.
Jabs International acquired its present reputable and highly regarded position in the Spices
Market not only amongst its customers but also its competitors ever since Mr. Shah, wellarmed with his vast knowledge, experience, will power and prayers marched into the City
of Dreams-Bombay three decades ago hoping to make his modest dreams turn into reality.
The company strives hard to bring unto its varied and vast clientele across the globe only
the finest of the authentic spices from few of the best sources available in the country,
fusing them with their expert equipments and acquired and well honed knowledge and
skills thus making sure that each and every product of theirs is not only of the highest
standards but also genuine in its character, surpassing customer expectation.
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